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MACDONALD. MACDONALD OF SLEAT. MACDONALD OF CLANRANALD.
MACDONELL OF GLENGARRY. THE EARL OF ANTRIM

Australasian Clan Donald Conference March 2016 Special Edition

This edition differs from our usual approach in that it celebrates the Australasian Clan Donald
Conference that was held in March 2016 earlier this year. I have to say that those of us who travelled
over were treated really well and we had a ball. Our Aussie kinsfolk put on a great event. While
planning for the next New Zealand conference is well underway, a wee bird has told me that our
Aussie friends are planning the following one already. This is great for Clan Donald and show a
healthy dedication to what we do and how we strive to keep our cultural heritage alive. I want to
personally thank Jan and Norman Macdonald for proving to be excellent hosts. From picking us up
from the Airport (after a well-needed St Paddies drink), to arranging excellent accommodation and
activities; your hospitality was outstanding. The good reputation of Clan Donald Victoria was made
very clear to me at the Geelong Highland games (an event I particularly enjoyed). Once people
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identified my MacDonald kilt, positive comments followed (I even got automatic Clan Donald
discount for a beautiful replica Iron Age Celtic dagger, which NZ customs tried to take on my return).
Another highlight of particular significance to me was being asked to carry the banner for Malcolm
McDonald, the Toiseach of the Finlaggan Council (I do apologise for my casual attire). I also want to
thank Pam McDonald for managing to herd the NZ contingent of cats. Pam’s coordination was
seamless and she managed to collect us all up with only minor instances of people getting lost which
was remarkable given the size of the airport. What follows in this newsletter is a collection of pieces
provided by many members of their experiences of the conference. Of particular note and someone
that deserves recognition is our very own excellent Christchurch events manager Adrienne Pamment
who strongly suggested this special edition.

We are limited with the number of images available as Pam McDonald, who was taking many of the
photographs had her camera stolen. Some of the pieces have been edited to minimise repetition.
We trust you enjoy this edition.

KANGAS AND KIWIS IN KILTS 2016.
When it was decided that the Aussies would be following in
the footsteps of the successful 2013 Conference for Clan
Donald in Auckland, New Zealand, debate raged, - where
and when should the first Forum be held on Australian soil?
In 2014 Lachie Macdonald, Deputy High Commissioner Clan
Donald Australia, approached Jan Macdonald to investigate
the possibilities for the event to be held in 2015-2016. The
obvious solution to our dilemma was to hold the forum in
conjunction with an established Scottish get together. But
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which of the many held during the year in Australia would be appropriate?
An extensive list of possibilities was drawn up highlighting a number of gatherings in each of the
mainland states of Australia. For our meeting, Norman Macdonald, then High Commissioner for Clan
Donald Australia having been invited to act as Chief for the Day at Bundanoon, we determined that
Bundanoon Victoria would be the place for the April meeting. A vote was taken and Geelong was
chosen, the secretary of Clan Donald Australia was charged with the logistics and putting it all
together. March 2016 was only eleven months away. Pam McDonald from CDWA was
“volunscripted” to liaise with her contacts in New Zealand, leaving me to liaise with the rest of CDA.
This partnership has grown from strength to strength with many phone calls and emails between
WA and Victoria to organise, communicate and develop ideas. I would like to take this opportunity
to personally thank Pam, once again, for her invaluable assistance in the organising of the weekend.
Buses were organised and drivers allocated (Bus Captains Stewart Williamson and Norman
Macdonald, Sergeant Major Jan Macdonald), all highly trained of course.
Clan Donald Victoria members arrived at Point Lonsdale, on the Wednesday afternoon after a wait in
horrendous traffic snarls, caused in part by the re-jigging of filtering systems used by Vic Roads to
put vehicles on the right track, however no-one
told the GPS that this was the case and we found
we were going in totally the wrong direction for a
number of kilometres, before we could right the
situation. At this stage I would like to apologise to
Nessie McNaughton for the late arrival of the bus,
to Christina Milne Wilson for her long wait in the
heat of the day and to my grandson Xander for the
lunch that never happened.
On Thursday morning, earlier than he really wanted
to, Stewart, and I hit the road picking up the first lot
of weary travellers from NZ and WA, and Norman
following after picking up the others from WA, NSW
and SA, with a couple of locals. A BBQ was
organised on Thursday evening with Norman and
Lachie welcoming all. One thing everyone learned
very quickly was that when Jan stands on her soap
box we listen, very carefully “because she will say
this only once”’ to paraphrase a well-known TV program.
On Friday the buses were loaded, and we were trundled around the very rugged and beautiful
Otway Ranges, via the Great Ocean Road, with a booklet in hand and tourist information (provided
by the Bellarine and Geelong councils). In Stewart’s words “bus stops, we eat, bus goes, bus stops we
eat”. The stops included Anglesea, Apollo Bay, Timboon and lastly Camperdown for a roast meal. On
the way we saw the devastation caused by the recent bush fires, and upon reflection we were all
able to understand the attraction of the area, but also the dangers of living in a remote area.
On Saturday, we all attended the Ocean Grove Bowling Club for an informal meeting, exchanging
information and ideas. I wish to offer many thanks to Lachie Macdonald and Alan Macdonald High
Commissioners for Australia and NZ. With reports from Commissioners Neil, Theresa, Pam and
Norman, Tom and Elwyn, along with an interesting talk from Malcolm Macdonald (Toiseach Council
Finlaggin), Ian MacDonnell (Councillor Finlaggin) and Carl Bradley. Last on the agenda was a view of
Laurel and Hardy in kilts, followed by a preview of the USB stick provided in our bag of goodies, with
a commentary from Rob McDonald Parker and the revamping of Armadale.
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After a dinner we attended
the Clan Donald Victoria Skye
Social at Marcus Hill, with
performances
from
the
Ambulance Victoria Pipes and
Drums,
Glenbrae
Celtic
Dancers and Geelong Scottish
Dancers, and you guessed it,
more food.
Sunday, buses were loaded
and Clan Donald invaded the
Geelong Highland Gathering
with
Clan
Macdonald
Yarraville providing breakfast
at the clan tents. We then all headed back to Point Lonsdale for a BBQ dinner (yes more food).
Monday rolled around too quickly, and we had to say goodbye to our very welcome friends, no
longer just visitors.
I would like to make an
observation. On Thursday
evening climbing onto my
soap box for the first time, I
could see the division of
groups from NZ, Victoria,
NSW, Qld, SA and WA, on
Friday those divisions were
barely visible, and on
Saturday evening none
existed. The forum was not
about formal meetings or
formality but about mixing
with people who are
members of the Clan Donald, so those of you who did not take part unfortunately missed out on a
great chance to meet others who have the same issues as we have, in trying to keep our ethnicity
alive in this day and age.
I would like to thank all of our friends who visited, who took the time to attend the various venues,
and put the time into enjoying the company of Clan Donald, those people who were instrumental in
making the weekend a success. To say that I enjoy organising events like this is an understatement,
but the joy I received from being part of the weekend far surpassed this. I now pass the baton to
Clan Donald New Zealand for the next Forum in 2018-2019, with a hint that we are already planning
the next one in Australia.
Jan Macdonald
Hon Secretary, CDA
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A BIG G’DAY TO OUR KIWI COUSINS FROM CLAN DONALD W.A.
Wow, what a great time we all had in Melbourne earlier this year at the
Clan Donald Forum hosted by Clan Donald Australia. Firstly, Jan
Macdonald, take a very well deserved bow. Your organisation of this
Forum was amazing. Nothing went unattended too. Thank you.
Mairi and I flew into Tullamarine early on the Thursday morning and
waited for those from across the ditch to touch down and talk their way
through customs. When I was sure that I had not lost anyone, we hit the
bar upstairs (but only until we were messaged that our tour buses were
ready to hit the road). Later in the afternoon Carol and Arthur Wilson
(CDWA) were met by the tour bus after they arrived via Sydney. This was
just after they disembarked from a cruise (as you do).Those who attended from W.A. had a magic
time.
Every day there was something different. For those who had never been to Melbourne or to the
Queenscliff area before, they would have been surprised at the beauty of the place. I was lucky
enough to have spent many holidays in the area when I was a kid. Our first night was a get to know
you BBQ. This was a really
good way to kick of the Forum.
Our accommodation was at
the Big 4 Resort Queenscliff; a
great place with all the
comforts of home. Swimming
pool, Mud Spa (I tested this
one out). It gets the “thumbs
up”. The BBQ areas had all the
bells and whistles.
Day1. We had a bus trip to Port
Campbell,
Timboon
and
Camperdown stopping for
morning/lunch/afternoon tea. Our dinner was in Camperdown. This was a lovely home cooked meal.
The Forum was held on the following day, which went well and was enjoyed by everyone who
attended. There were great presentations by Ian Macdonnell, Malcolm McDonald and not forgetting
your very own Carl Bradley. All the talks were so informative. We were fed and watered with
morning/lunch and afternoon tea. Again, it was a very successful day.
On the Saturday night we had some time to create havoc and enjoy a dinner before attending the
Skye Social in Geelong. This was hosted by Clan Donald Victoria. There was dancing and singing, not
to mention the local Pipe Band who came along to entertain as well. Everyone enjoyed the very tasty
supper that was supplied.
Sunday saw us all at the Geelong Highland Gathering. I am sure everyone had a great day. There was
quite a lot to check out. There were various food vendors, different Scottish stalls. It was all so
interesting. Every area and group do things differently and it is good to pick up ideas to take away
with you to maybe try out at your own events.
Did I mention how our cousins from across the ditch tried very hard to lead us astray each night back
at our accommodation? We had No Choice but to weaken to their request to join them (…..only to
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make sure they behaved I have to tell you). True! Malcolm McDonald you were the life of the party.
You are one funny man….
Monday came around very quickly and saw most of CDNZ leave for their trip back to NZ, but not
until we all got together for a Farewell BBQ lunch.
O.K. Christchurch, you have put your hand up for the next gathering of us crazy Mac’s and we can’t
wait.
Thanks for coming over and joining us at our first Clan Donald gathering on Aussie soil. We all hope
that you enjoyed being here as much as we enjoyed have you over here.
Chlainn Domhnaill
“It is No Joy Without Clan Donald”
Pam McDonald
President/Commissioner
Clan Donald W.A

AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND FORUM:
The 2016 Forum hosted by Clan Donald Australia which was the
follow up to the inaugural Clan Donald Australia/ New Zealand Forum
held in Auckland in 2013 and was held in Victoria from 17th to 21st
March. The attendees, numbering 42, were represented by folk from
New Zealand (North and South Islands), and the Australian States. We
were accommodated at the BIG 4 Park in Queenscliff. A full and
exciting program of events was planned over the 4 days ensuring that
we were all kept busy.
The attendees were picked up by coach at Melbourne and Avalon
airports and the event opened on Thursday evening with a grand
"GETTING TO KNOW YOU BBQ" and this we did in style. It was a
delight to extend kinship, renew old friendships and form new ones.
On a wet and cold Friday morning the coaches took us on a tour along
the Great Ocean Road, stopping at various places of interest, Bells
Beach, Loch Ard Gorge, the 12 Apostles, etc with appropriate
morning tea, lunch and dinner breaks. Late in the afternoon we just
managed to sneak into the Timboon distillery for an Australian Whisky
tasting session.
Later the group was treated to a most appetising dinner served in the
Uniting Church hall in Camperdown. Camperdown claims to have the
oldest statue of Robert Burns in Australia. The statue is of a very young Burns and his dog.
The Forum was held on the Saturday and I delivered a welcome address, as the Australian High
Commissioner, extending a warm welcome to all with a sincere thank you to our New Zealand
cousins for their support. A special thanks was extended to Jan Macdonald, Secretary Clan Donald
Australia and to Pam McDonald State Commissioner Western Australia for their enormous effort in
insuring the success of the Forum. And last but not least a vote of thanks to the Australian States for
their support and contribution to the event.
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A warm reply from Allan Macdonald, New Zealand High
Commissioner, was well received along with the
presentation of the latest Clan Donald New Zealand
Newsletter; the fine bottle of a GLENCOE Malt was an
unexpected delight. Every attendee was presented with
a Clan Donald satchel containing various items donated
by the Australian Societies and a Clan Donald 2016
commemorative pen.
State reports were presented by respective state
Commissioners. Pam McDonald (Western Australia),
Theresa McCutcheon (South Australia), Norman
Macdonald (Victoria), Neil Macdonald (Queensland),
Elwyn Martin (South Island, NZ), and Tom Macdonald
(North Island, NZ). Apologies were registered on behalf
of John Currie, NSW Commissioner, and his report was
read by Hon. Secretary Jan Macdonald.
Malcolm McDonald (Taoiseach, Finlaggan Council), Carl
Bradley (Historian Clan Donald NZ) and Ian MacDonnell,
(Finlaggan Council), delivered excellent presentations
and Norman Macdonald screened some interesting and
hilarious short videos. Following the Forum we had dinner and then the evening ceilidh. Despite a
minor hiccup, (the venue kitchen had been dismantled) the event was most enjoyable giving us the
opportunity to relax and enjoy the evening's entertainment - Highland Dancers, Pipes and drums,
Scottish Country Dancing and
despite the kitchen mix-up, a late
hot supper, (shuttle service
deliveries) satisfied all.
On Sunday, the final day of the
Forum, the group attended the
Geelong Highland Games and a
farewell evening BBQ was held at
the Queenscliff Big 4 resort.
Regretfully departure was upon us
and goodbyes exchanged on the
Monday morning but, we can look
forward to New Zealand's Forum in
2018 and the planning for our 2020
event has just begun.

Moran taing for your support and I
look forward to our next meeting.
Lachie Macdonald
High Commissioner-Australia
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Clan Donald Australia/ New Zealand
Forum 2016
Welcome to all our readers for the latest edition
of the Clan Donald newsletter on behalf of Clan
Donald Canterbury i would like to show you
through our few days in Melbourne at the 2016
forum, sit back and enjoy.
Thursday 17th, first day:
Nine of the clan (Elwyn, Christine, Alan, Karen,
Anne, Margaret, Adrienne, Beryl and Sally) flew
out of Christchurch early Thurs morning bound
for fun, meeting Australian Clan Donald members
and learning more about our origins. Also, with us
were Lynette, Tom and Carl from Auckland. On the Sunday, Kath and Bob from ChCh Clan also
joined us as they were in Melbourne staying with family. After a few hiccups at Melbourne airport
(keeping everyone together for a start without getting too lost) and having a few drinks in an Irish
bar for St Paddy’s day (just a few) we settled into
our lodgings in Queenscliff Thurs afternoon.
From here we decided to go for a walk into Port
Lonsdale, a 15min walk beside the beach. On the
way we ran into the lollypop lady who kindly
escorted us across the busy highway. We
certainly know how to hold up traffic (or was
there traffic mmmm...)
A BBQ was held for us that evening as a
welcome to the first of many good days ahead.
Delegates from Victoria, NSW, South Australia,
Queensland and Western Australia gathered
together with the kiwis to forge new
relationships. The laughter and banter proved it
was going to be a great time.
Friday 18th March
Today was our round bus trip starting at Queenscliff and ending back there 480 km later, a full day.
We traversed this trip via the great ocean road, what marvelous scenery along the way, passing
towns like Torquay (a surfers paradise), Anglesey for morning tea, Port Campbell, Timboon,
Camperdown and Warrnambool. The scenery was a
reminder of the countryside we have in New Zealand but
also what we take for granted.
A few of the sites along the way included the memorial on
the great ocean road given over to the men who came back
from World War I. With no job prospects they were sent to
build this great road. What a wonderful memory of the
lives and effort these men gave to create a piece of history
for Victoria.
One of the seaside towns that we stopped at on the way
was Port Campbell, home to restaurants and cafes with
great views of the beach. You then drive a short distance
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out of Port Campbell and we arrived at the 12
Apostles, although now we are told that there are
actually only 8 apostles left as they are sinking into
the sea. These amazing rock formations are what
have made the region famous. You can take to the
air in a helicopter for a bird’s eye view or go on a
boat tour. Our group just stepped off the bus and
walked out to the cliffs (in blustery conditions) to
view from the edge ( all fenced in ). With photos
taken we headed back to the warmth of the bus,
brrrrrr.......
Our next stop was for lunch at the brewer house at Apollo Bay, a lovely pub serving delicious meals
and even better whiskey, I indulged in a "whisky flame", one was definitely enough.
Now we are heading for Timboon to the Railway Shed Distillery, the one stop shop for its famous ice
cream, shelves of gourmet goodies (jams and cheeses) and of course the locally made single malt
whisky. This was a chance for the whisky lovers to have a sample and the ice cream lovers to have a
cone, of course if you were both, well............
The evening meal was in Camperdown, a small
town with a population of about 4000. They were
very hospitable people and our dinner was held
in a local church hall put together by the rotary
ladies. It was a sit down meal with the ladies
bringing out a 2 course meal consisting of local
beef as a main and the dessert made up of the
familiar pavlova. A discussion started as who
made the better pav, Kiwis or Aussies.
We headed back to Queenscliff and it had been a
long day but a full day, time for a catch-up in the
girl’s villa (Sally, Karen, Anne, Maggie and me,
Adrienne). It was a good time to wind down and
to reflect on our day out.
Saturday 19th March
Saturday was the day of the forum, on the buses again and heading to the Ocean Grove bowling
club. Included in our day were a light lunch, morning and afternoon tea. We had three key speakers
besides a welcome from both the High Commissioner of New Zealand (Alan MacDonald) and
Australia’s high commissioner (Lachlan Macdonald).
Malcolm MacDonald spoke first, followed by Carl Bradley and finally Ian McDonnell gave us an
insight into Angus Og and Iona (this fascinating talk will be published in installments over the
following newsletters. Ed). Iona is one of Scotland’s smallest inhabited islands with an enormous
history. At the heart of this island is the abbey church restored in the 19th and 20th century.
After an afternoon tea it was then back to our resort to change our attire for an evening meal again
at the Ocean Grove bowling club. We then we travelled on to the Marcus Hill public hall (a typical
country hall that would remind you of the hall of our own country towns). We were graced with
performances from the local pipe band, then the Glenbrae Celtic dancers (a very talented group of
young ladies) and also the Geelong Scottish dance group. The audience was also invited up to try a
few Scottish dances (I myself tried one of these dances for the first time and I really can say I need
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lots of practice). Also, on the night was a raffle to raise money for the Scottish dancers to travel away
to compete. There were loads of prizes, five of those going to the kiwi group (one of the prizes being
a rare bottle of whisky). Everyone had on some form of Scottish attire, the men in their kilts looking
quite dashing. Amongst our dancers were Christine and Elwyn Martin showing us how to twirl on
that dancefloor. What a lovely night had by all.
Sunday 20th March
It is the day of the Highland Games in Geelong. The weather turned out to be hot (a few ended up
with sunburn). The day started with the pipe band competition, it was of a very high standard, these
men and women certainly put a lot of time and effort to provide great entertainment. All around the
perimeter of these grounds were the tents of all clans such as McLeod, Macdonald and Campbell.
This was a great opportunity for all clans to gather together and talk and to draw more members for
their particular groups.
There were many stalls set up to explore and to buy from, needless to say our little group of
Macdonald’s certainly lived up to being good shoppers. There was whisky tasting and whisky to buy
and stalls selling all manner of things. It was a good day to further interact with the Australian clan
members and get to know a wee bit more about each other, maybe keep in touch in the future.

Monday 21st March
It is our last day together before heading to Melbourne airport and home to NZ. Once again, a big
thank you to the Aussie Clans folk who made time for us and provided such a good event. We know
what a big job it can be to put together such an event so we will do our best in 2018 - 2019 if the
forum comes to Christchurch. Farewell everyone and we hope you enjoyed reading about our
experience away and hope you can join us for the next one.
Adrienne Pamment
(One time editor for the Clan Donald NZ newsletter).
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WHO RESOURCED AND BUILT THE IONA “CATHEDRAL OF THE ISLES”? (Part 1)
Ian Ross Macdonnell, Australia
“It was the founder of a house and his heirs who provided the impetus to build or rebuild, who
might contribute ideas, and who furnished resources to finance the project” (‘Monastic and
Religious Orders’; p.152; Burton, J., 1994.) Let’s put some authentic ancestral bones and a bit of
flesh on that academically sound, authoritative statement above. And we have"It was .. Reginald
mac Somerled.. the founder of.. Iona Abbey.. and his heirs .. the MacDonald Lords of the Isles...
who provided the impetus to build or rebuild, who might contribute ideas ...like their rebuilding,
enlarging and raising of St Mary’s church to the Cathedral of the Isles ... and who furnished
resources to finance the project.” But
will the Scottish authorities acknowledge
this truth? No. They continue to
maintain it was the Iona abbot who
financed and rebuilt St Mary’s church.
They are plain wrong. Just like they were
wrong in emphatically stating it was
“inconceivable” for the Iona graveslab
No. 150 to be the monument of
Bannockburn famous, Lord Angus Og
MacDonald, d.1318. It took seven years
for me to prove them wrong and receive
official acknowledgement in 2013. See
here :http://www.ionaabbeyandclandonald.
com/angus-ogs-graveslab-no-150--savior-of-the-bruce.html
And they will be proved wrong again.
Historic Scotland acknowledged in writing
in 2012 that:-"In the later medieval
period, control by one of the most
prominent forces in Scottish politics, the
Lord of the Isles is likely to have had a
strong impact on the island and its
monuments but the role of the Lordship
on the architectural, ecclesiastical and
political landscape of Iona is poorly
understood."
Yet, even understanding that weakness, they still maintain that the Lords of the Isles (unnamed) were
only 'generous benefactors throughout or patrons' for Iona abbey. This is about as completely
inadequate and insulting as saying that Bill Gates is a prolific, high profile programmer for Microsoft!
(To be continued).
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